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ATypical Winter Scene .'
on Alaska
"''' ~~iir-.~
Highway
P. S.
I forgot to say how important I ,think
it is to the war effort for us all, to do our
part in trying to keep et;tch other amused
and in the best of spirits. Remember
how poor old uncle Sid used to say,-.
"alway-;:'l look on the - funny side lof life
and you will live longer."
Dear Pal:
WHEN A MAN'S A MAN
From 20 to 30, if a man lives right,
It's once in the morning and once in the night;
From 30 to 40, if he still lives right,
He cuts out the morning or else the night;
From 40 to 50 its now and then,
From 50 to 60 it's God knows when;
From 60 to 70 if he's so inclined,
Don't let !::im kid you, it's all in his mind.

nI find it gets so hard on me

up here some times that I can hardly
write, to answer your many enquiries about the outstanding opportunities up here on this great Alaska Highway. but I am finding it
'a, little softer today, the reason i~ a military secret. Now I will
try while I feel a little 'easier to outline the most outstanding money.
making schemes that I see for the future in this p.ountry.
Now some of the boys might have ,told you back home about
the)ropical valley where the flowers bloom the year around and ~he
temperature in hot springs near by stay at over 100 in the heart of
'winter. If someone does not beat me to it

Dairy business, as milk is scarce and feed plentiful.
drop you another short line or two, I am, as ever,

Hoping I can get it soft some day soon .again so I can
Your Pal,

